
Accessibility Map

If you need assistance at anytime and can't find
a member of staff, please call 07432 734529

GETTING AROUND THE VENUE
The nearest accessible parking for
Blackfriars is LadyBellegate Street

Car Park, GL1 2HN. Which has 7
accessible parking spaces out of

28. The accessible car parking
spaces face opposite the customer

entrance of Blackfriars.
 

Heading to the venue from the car
park we have a cobbled pavement,

but also a closed off road if the
pavement is too uneven.

 
On approaching our customer

entrance, we have a wheelchair
ramp which leads to the gate.
The gravel walkway is currently

loose, so may be difficult for some
wheelchair users.

 
 

If you require an alternative
entrance, please let a member of

our team know before your visit and
we can arrange this for you. 
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GETTING AROUND THE VENUE

Once you are down the gravel path,
the Cloister Garden has a stone

path around the outside of it leading
to the 3 main parts of the site; The

Scriptorium straight ahead  and
The East Range & The North
Range, to your left as you walk

through the gate. 
 

Some areas are uneven, so please
be careful. The easiest route is to

turn left through the gate and
towards The East Range.
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Lower-East Range Upper-East Range
To get to the Upper-East Range,
there is an accessible lift. There
is also a short flight of 9 steps

leading to a level landing, then 
 11 steps leading to the Upper-

East Range entrance.
 

Both stairs have handrails on
both sides.

Access to the Lower-East Range
is via a flat surface. In the first

part of the Lower-East there is
a ramp going down to a lower

level and a ramp leading to the
outside courtyard.

 
Access to the toilets is via 9

steps or an accessible lift.

Lower-North
Range

Upper-North
Range

Access to the Lower-North
Range is via a flat surface with a

slight downward gradient.
The floor inside is level, with

one raised area of rubble on
the far north side of the floor..

 
Access to the toilets is via 9

steps or an accessible lift in
the Lower-East Range

Access to the Upper-North
Range is via 5 steps or an

Accessible Lift. There are also
9 steps at the back of the

Upper-North Range, from/to
the car park, which is a fire-exit.

 
Access to the toilets is via 9

steps or an accessible lift in
the Lower-East Range
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Thomas Bell Room
Access to the Thomas Bell Room is via an
accessible lift or a short flight of 9 steps
leading to a level landing. The stairs have

handrails on both sides
 

Access from the road can be arranged. This
will be via our Commercial Road entrance,

via a double set of steel gates.

Scriptorium
Access to the Scriptorium is via a flat

surface, there are however a couple of
looser floor tiles in the approach.  Be aware

of these.
 

Access to the Scriptorium is only with
supervision from a member of staff. The
area has low-lighting levels and a slight

slope to the floor.
 

There is currently no access to the first floor.


